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Agenda

5.00 – Set Up and Welcome

5.15 – So… How did it go? Group Collaborative Task

5.25 – The Practitioner Perspective – Developing a Culture of Reading (Becky Day – HSDC)

5.35 – The Facilitator Perspective – Sharing (Will Bowerman – HSDC)

5.40 – Time to talk!

5.50 – Examples of Good Practice (Bob Read – ETF Regional Specialist Lead)

6.00 – Networking with the ETF (Claire Callow – ETF Regional Specialist lead)

6.10 – Using Flipgrid to Increase Engagement and Motivation Online (Rachel Oner – ETF Regional Specialist Lead)

6.20 – ETF Funded Projects – OTLA (Dom Thompson - HSDC/ETF PDG Project Manager)

6.30 – Time to Talk!

6.40 – The ETF Mentor Programme (Will Bowerman – HSDC)

6.45 – Funded MA and MPhil programmes with the ETF (Dave Galloway – HSDC/ETF PDG Project Manager)

6.50 – Final thoughts/opportunities

6.55 - Close and Q and A



Thank you!!



So…. How did it go?

What did you find out?

What did you change/adapt?

Any new resources?

Any new contacts?



The Participator Perspective
Developing a Culture of Reading

Becky Day
English Functional Skills Lecturer/Functional Skills 
Apprenticeship Coordinator

Becky.day@hsdc.ac.uk







Why should students read?

• improves brain connectivity.

• increases your vocabulary, comprehension and spelling.

• empowers you to empathize with other people.

• aids in sleep readiness and reduces stress and depression.

• Book readers outperform non book readers academically

16-year-olds who choose to read books for 
pleasure outside of school are more likely to 
secure managerial or professional jobs in later 
life.

Reading for pleasure is more important for 
children's cognitive development than their 
parents' level of education and is a more 
powerful factor in life achievement than socio-
economic background. 

https://readingagency.org.uk/about/impact/002-reading-facts-
1/











The Facilitator 

Perspective…

Professional discussion on teaching, 
learning and assessment in Zoom 
conversations and group emails 

Participants brought problems forwards 
for discussion, reflection and further 
investigation

Feedback was supportive, positive, 
enthusiastic, relevant

Participants took reflections away with 
them to investigate and report back in 
the next Action Learning Set (1 per 
month for approximately 1 hour)



Plenaries

Creating

Effective

Starters

Educational

Theory

Embedding M/E

In Curriculum

Behaviour

Management

What did we talk about?



Your turn to talk…

5 minutes – Total!

Share your experiences (1-2 minutes each)

Is there anything you can offer the other person?



The RSL role

Identifying and sharing good 

practice 

Bob Read, RSL – Eastern Region
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Use of Qwiqr for audio feedback

Essex ACL
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Suffolk New College – use of visualisers
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Use of graphics pads & digital whiteboards

Writtle University College
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Making the most of Powerpoint in English teaching

• live modelling using interactive text boxes

• Polleverywhere add in

• translate & SMART look up features

• onscreen recording

City College Norwich
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London South East Colleges Drop Everything and Read



Using Immersive Reader to 

explore wordclasses
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Use of Thinglink in embedded support

Galway and Roscommon Education & Training Board



ETF Regional Specialist Lead for 

Maths and English in the South East

claire.callow@etfoundation.co.uk

@claire_callow



EMSOL (English, Maths and ESOL) managers’ network

ESOL network

Maths Practitioners’ Network

English Practitioners’ Network

All groups meet 16.15-17.15 once a month (day of the week varies)

South East online networks (fully funded)









‘How to avoid 
going in cold’ 
Increasing engagement and 
motivation before you begin a course. 

Rachel Öner – Regional Specialist Lead for English

rachel.oner@btinternet.com



Some of the pitfalls of delivering online classes:

• many courses now have practitioners from all over the 
country

• learners are reluctant to use their cameras

• learners lack confidence with the tech

• learner can take longer to ‘bond’

• less opportunity to network

Any others can you think of?



My aims:

• to break down barriers

• get learners familiar with the tech –
introductory videos to Zoom to save 
time in the first lesson

• meet their peers before the start of 
the course

Let’s look at the finished result: 
https://flipgrid.com/cb65cb42



Results and feedback

What I felt:

• marked difference in engagement

• instant bonding of participants

• much more of a ‘warm first session’ 

• provoked conversations about their shared reasons for doing the course.

What they said:

• “What a lovely idea and enjoyed ‘meeting’ others before the course.”

• “I loved the Flipgrid idea and will use it as much as I can on future courses.”

• “I absolutely hated filming myself, but I did it as I didn't want to be left out☺.”



Time to Talk…

10 minutes (have a short break☺)

Is there anything you can offer the other person?



✓ Funded programmes

✓ Collaborative

✓ Supported by experienced 

mentors

✓ Networking/Sharing 

opportunities

The Next Step…

And Then…



“The Teacher’s Takeaway brought three 
local colleges together in an innovative and 
supportive way, but also created an online 
platform for staff across the three FE 
colleges to use to drive the improvement of 
teaching learning and assessment”

Alice Copp (Quality Manager –
Bournemouth and Poole College)

Teacher’s Takeaway





ETF Mentoring programme

The course is ‘Advanced mentoring skills for experienced mentors’ 

There is also a foundation programme for those less experienced

The course is run on FutureLearn (online learning), Zoom (course leaders and peer 
discussions) and independent learning 

The course is approximately 6 months 

The goal is to learn the theory of mentoring and supervision

Will Bowerman – will.bowerman@hsdc.ac.uk



Where I am now on the course…

I am currently developing a business plan for my mentoring 
programme

Once the course has been agreed by the course leaders and 
college, it will be implemented. I will mentor and supervise my 
mentees (and second mentor) based on my programme

Once the mentoring programme has been completed I will ask 
mentees for feedback to investigate the impact of the programme 
in final evaluation

Will Bowerman – will.bowerman@hsdc.ac.uk



Practitioner Research Programme

MA Short Course

ETF MPhil Programme



Research Priority Areas

Teaching, learning and assessment in Maths & English.
The embedding of English and Maths

Developing effective teaching methods
Online learning and digital technologies.
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Thank You!!

Dominic Thompson and David Galloway


